
“YOUROPE: You in Europe”

Empowering School Libraries 
through International Projects

Erasmus+ KA2



Who are we?



Agrupamento de Escolas de Colmeias/
Joint Schools of Colmeias:

- a main school 
(350 students aged 6 to 15)

- 2 kindergartens and primary schools together
- 2 kindergartens

- 4 primary schools

- 3 school libraries 
(but just one librarian teacher + team)



Our
school

libraries



Where are we?



Our Dynamics…
… always involving the school libraries



YOUROPE: You in Europe

- Developing 
European 
citizenship, 
tolerance and 
sense of inclusion

- Learning  about 
the Past of Europe 
to understand its 
Present and Future

Europe is all about 
you… and not 

somebody else.



YOUROPE international team

- 5 European partners (Portugal, Finland, Hungary, Romania, Turkey)

- 4 librarians teachers

(2 met in SLAMIT 2012; 2 in IASL 2015; 2 were already friends)

- 5 headmasters’ team members



• DIRECTLY - 4 school 
libraries (except for 
the Turkish school, 
without a library) 

• INDIRECTLY – at least, 
4 public libraries and 
2 university libraries: 
- common initiatives

- guided tours
- dissemination activities

e.g. 3D printing workshop for students in Espoo Public Library, 
Finland

How many libraries were involved?



Erasmus students working in the school libraries

Portugal
Portugal

Finland
Romania

Hungary



Other libraries visited

Public library in Leiria, Portugal

Public Library in Espoo, Finland Atilim University Library, 

Ankara, Turkey

Bod Péter Library, in Sfântu

Gheorghe, Romania

Afonso Lopes Vieira library 

(old room), Portugal

Library of the Reformed Theological 

Academy, in Debrecen, Hungary



The role of our school library

- The HEART and SOUL of 
the school

- Multifunctional facilities

- Transversal and flexible 
place for learning

- Offering the best available 
physical and digital 
resources

- Emotional atmosphere

- Ideal space to learn about 
others (students and 
teachers) and also about 
ourselves



Main activities in our school library

- Logotype drawing

- “Mysterious class” and 
other videoconferences

- “Yourope train” preparation

- Research and exhibition 
about the 2nd

WW/Holocaust

- Digital stories reading and 
writing (ICT tool: Canva)

- Digital postcards and maps 
creation (ICT tools: 
Punchbowl and MyHistro)

- Filming videos for a Kahoot 
about Human Rights



- Learning about Human Rights

- Creating subtitles for selected pictures 
or photos

- Simulating a parliament debate about 
Children’s Rights

- Memorizing nursery rhymes in English

- Singing songs

- Talking about Europe institutions and 
History

- Recognizing Portuguese traditions, 
cultural differences and ways of 
thinking

- HAVING FUN 



The school library as 
digital centre 

- Technological means used: 
computer, iPads, mobile 

phones

- ICT tools:



Google Maps

Punchbowl

Spiral

Skype



Dissemination platforms



http://erasmusplusyourope.com/

http://erasmusplusyourope.com/


https://www.facebook.com/groups/117482255606326/

(289 members)

https://www.facebook.com/groups/117482255606326/


Main achievements

- Promotion of European values, such as tolerance and understanding

- Students’ growing level of enthusiasm

- Experimentation of interactive learning methodologies

- Learning foreign languages in a real/dynamic context

- Cooperation between the students and teachers involved in the project



Influence of the school library

- A WINDOW to other cultures, realities and mentalities

- A NEST for a growing and proactive knowledge

- A HOUSE OF DEMOCRACY and ACCEPTANCE

- A PLACE OF EXCELLENCE for analysis, debate and shared thinking

- A MAKER-SPACE where everyone feels comfortable

- A PLACE OF AFFECTION and OPENNESS to others



FUTURE PROJECTS TO BUILD THE 
SCHOOL LIBRARIES OF THE FUTURE 

ERASMUS+ = STUDENTS AS …



Thanks for your attention!

Cláudia Mota
Claudia.Mota@agcolmeias.com

Bernardete Francisco
Bernardete.Francisco@agcolmeias.com


